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SILVER JUBILEE CONFERENCE
IN THE GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR OF ASSOCIATION
The General Body of our Association over the years have become the most eagerly awaited event in the calendar
of every member. The General Body provides our members an occasion to indulge, interact and to unwind from
their otherwise mundane routine. The General Body meetings also provide an opportunity to refresh, reenergise
the membership so as to keep the powder always dry, as the old saying goes. Guest speakers from amongst our
top executives and eminent personalities from various strata of our society share their valuable experience and
thoughts, thus invigorating the assembly.

The 25th Silver Jubilee General Body in the Golden Jubilee Year of our Association assembled at the sprawling
CODISSIA Complex at Coimbatore on 16th November, 2014. The General Body meeting was preceded by a
Silver jubilee Seminar on "Public Sector - Temples of India" at our SBOA Matriculation School Auditorium on
Swach Bharat - Our Contribution

Cleaning of Graveyard in Coimbatore City
Corporation Ward No.77
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Shri T.K. Rangarajan MP, Dr. Victor Louis
receiving 1st day cover from Post Master General Ms. Manju P. Pillai
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15th November, 2014 with eminent speakers, the report
of which was published in the "Special Bulletin" released
on the day of the General Body. On the same day, 15th
November, to support the "Swach Bharat" initiative by
our Prime Minister, our school adopted Coimbatore City
Corporation Ward No.77 and commenced the cleaning
operations from the final resting place of human life, the
corporation grave yard, clearing it of bushes and under
growth. These two events were applauded by the
corporation members as well as the print media. On 16th
November, the CODISSIA Complex was resonating
with the beating of drums and cymbals of the famous
"Chendai Melam", a traditional art form of our
neighbouring state of Kerala. Our members from
Chennai-I, Chennai-II, Madurai and Tiruchirapalli Modules have started trooping in with their special attire
chosen for the occasion. A gleaming white shirt with "
SBIOA(CC)" embroidered on it, worn by the male
comrades and a sandal colour saree with a zari border by
the lady comrades. It was a wonderful sight to behold, as
the arena was teeming with enthusiastic members of the
association sporting these uniforms.

Display of Talent & History
The venue also had it's share of cubicles with a wide
range of exhibits. The first one exhibiting our glorious
past with our old records, photographs &
publications with thoughtfully chosen objects
provided glimpses of our past. The next
stall had very
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rare photographs retracing the history of various
bloody wars fought by the human kind. The Self Help
Groups had put up for sale, their products which were
made by the members of the group. A stall exhibited the
art of growing kitchen garden which attracted
everyone. Another stall had rare herbals and medicines
that could be useful in our day to day life which helps
avoiding allopathy medicine and it's side effects. Our
school Science Forum had put up a stall explaining the
scientific facts in a simple and practical manner.

The Arena
The stage set with an
Laser Display Board
adjoined by flex boards
were lined at the front
with exotic flowers. It was
tastefully decorated, yet
simple and functionally
comfortable, with two
lines of cushioned chairs.
Two similar laser display
boards were also put up on
both sides of the stage for
the benefit of the
audience. Slogans
echoing the sentiments of
the assembly were hung
on either side of the hall.
Some of the slogans found
mention in the speeches
made by the dignitaries as
punch lines.
The members were
accorded a traditional
welcome and were duly
led to the dining hall
where a variety of
delicacies were offered
including a speciality Com. M. Dharmarajan former General Secretary
non-vegetarian dish as
declares opening the Exhibition
break fast. There was a
stall where hot tea and coffee were served by preparing instantly as done at
hotels and restaurants.
The awaited guests including our former office-bearers, top executives,
special invitees have started arriving at the venue. The flag post was put up
before the entrance of the hall. The privilege to hoist the flag was accorded to
our living legend, our former general secretary Com. E.A.G. Moses. The flag
was hoisted in the presence of the huge gathering with chosen slogans renting
the air declaring the inauguration of the conference.
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song, was sung by the school choir.
In his welcome address, our able and efficient
Regional Secretary of Coimbatore Module mentioned
that, it is only the second time that Coimbatore was
chosen to play host to the General Conference. He
welcomed all the leaders
and dignitaries as well as
the, by now, house full
assembly of members
from all over Tamil
Nadu & Puduchery. He
revealed the entrepreneurial nature of the
Coimbatore people by
mentioning that there
are over 25,000 SME units in and around the City,
30% of the Auto components outsourced by the
manufacturers are produced here and 40% of the
pumps produced in India are made at Coimbatore. He
also assured that they have not left any stone unturned
to make this conference a memorable one.

Inauguration - Cultural &
Traditional
The dignitaries were then led to the stall exhibiting our
past and it was declared open by our former general
secretary Com.M.Dharmarajan, renowned for his
negotiating skills. Com.K. Parthasarathy, another
former general secretary released the documentary
produced on the history of our association, and the
audience had glimpses of it. The assembly was then
witness to the artistic talent of the students of our
SBOA School who choreographed and performed
various dances on the stage. Then, the guests were led
to the stage one after another with brief introduction by
the compering team. Thamizhthai Vazhthu, the prayer

The General Body was formally inaugurated with the
lighting of a Bronze Icon by the dignitaries on the dais.
Com.A.Krishnan, President of our Association

thanked the members for overwhelmingly electing the present team in the organisation elections. In his
presidential address he pointed out the various feats and achievements of the association during the last three
years. He also narrated how the court cases were filed and won by the circle association which restored the pride
of our organisation as well as lifted the trade union spirit all over the country. He attributed the success to our
General Secretary Com. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, who relentlessly pursued each and every legal battle.

GS, AISBOF & President AIBOC

Com. Y Sudarshan,

Corporate Advisor & Commentator

Shri S. Gurumurthy

Com. Samir Kr. Mukherjee

Com. C.M. Baskaran

Com. M. Sreenath

Com. Ramkumar Sabapathy

Com. Sambit Mishra

Com. G. Subramaniam

Com. Soumya Datta

Com. Ravinder Gupta

Com. B. Sukkaiah

Com. Prabhakar Kamble

GS SBIOA (KC) & Sr. VP AISBOF

Com. Shankar N. Naik
GS SBIOA (BC) & CP, AISBOF

Com. Srikanta Deka

President (NEC) & DGS, AISBOF

Com. Kadhri

EC Member, Ahmedabad Circle

GS SBIOA (MC), Jt. GS, AISBOF

President (BC) & DGS, AISBOF

President, Hyderabad Circle

Com. Panikkar M. Jacob

Sr. VP, AISBOF & Director, SBI

GS SBIOA (BC) & VP AISBOF

GS SBIOA (DC) & VP, AISBOF

President (MC) & DGS, AISBOF

GS SBSU (CC), VP, NCBE

GS SBIOA (HC) & CP, AISBOF

Com. J.C. Modi

President (AC) & DGS, AISBOF

Com. V.K. Yadav

President (DC) & DGS, AISBOF

Com. M. Balakrishnan,
our former General Secretary
was conferred with a doctorate
in Tamil by
“International Tamil University”
His Contact No.: 9600022622

President (KC) & DGS, AISBOF
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Our General Secretary, Com.Franco
expressed his happiness for the presence of our
elders in the assembly. He narrated the
challenges faced by the association in the
recent past and how it was fought and won
through legal battles. He also explained in
detail, the exponential growth in business
recorded over the years and the mismatch in
staff strength . He detailed how the staff went
the extra mile to regain the glory and how the
bank was reprieved from losing it's prime
position due to the dedication of the officers. He thanked the membership for their
Com. S. Ganesan,
unity and solidarity with the association. He exhorted the members to participate
was our president during
effectively
in the deliberations in the delegate session.
26.05.1986 to 22.06.1990
We regret that his photograph Shri.P.Prakash Rao, Chief General Manager of our
was omitted to be included in our circle in his inaugural address showered encomiums on
Diary 2015.
the arrangements by describing it as "Event
Management at it's Best". He expressed his pleasure in
no uncertain terms as this was the first time he participated in such a meeting. He also
lauded the formation of association as the first of it's kind for the managerial class.
He felt that due to the entry of private players in the banking sector, the competitive
spirit grew and the improved the
ambience of our work places and
improved the way we do business. He
went on to add how the bank is
adopting technology in every spectre
of banking and the alternate channels
offered by the bank to improve the
service. He emphasised that his participation in the meeting is due
to the relationship between the management and it's employees.
He acknowledged that due to the non recruitment, there is paucity
of work force. The younger generation has to be prepared for the
rigours of banking by the elders, he pleaded. He also exhorted the
officers to protect themselves by learning and adhering to the basics. The circle has a reputation amongst all the
circles as it is a fore runner in implementing new initiatives. He acknowledged that the housing project taken up
by the association for it's members as a monumental effort which has no parallel.
Shri.S.Gurumurthy, Economist & Corporate Advisor, while delivering his key
note address stated that he has not addressed the bank officers for over a decade. He
quipped that addressing intelligent people would be difficult and it would be still
more difficult to keep their attention. He requested the audience to be serious as the
subject matter which he would be dealing deserves complete attention. For the
next one hour he mesmerised the audience with various statistics lased with chosen
anecdotes and called upon the employees of public sector to "Blow their own
Trumpet". Unless and until the achievements of the public sector undertakings to
the economy and their service to the people of the country is propagated, the apathy
towards the PSBs and the mismanagement by governments would continue, he
cautioned.
Narrating the economic breakdown that took place especially amongst the
financial institutions in the US and Europe and lessons learned during the past 23
years would be the guide for the next twenty years, he said. During that period,
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India, as a nation has lost confidence. But, it stood the test of
time and bounced back due to our complex economic model
insulated from international economic situation.
The general perception that investments by FIIs are essential
to stimulate economic growth and create employment
potential is belied as the facts & figures show otherwise. Of
course, the present growth of GDP at 4% plus requires
additional investment to attain a growth rate of around 8%.
Hence, we required additional investments. But the additional
inflow of 470 billion dollars during the last 22 years was
brought at a cost of Rs.48,00,000 crs. by way of concessions
offered to the corporates. The employment generated by them was only 2.2 million. The contribution to our GDP
by the corporate stands at around 12 to 15% whereas agriculture contributes 27% and Non-Corporate contribute
22% and the rest by all other sectors of the economy. Another interesting and revealing fact is that Listed PSBs
contribute 5% to GDP, unlisted corporate contribute another 5% and the so called SENSEX constitutes just 1% of
GDP.
Hence, the participation of general public in share market is meagre and amounts to just 1% of our GDP. The
GDP to Deposit ratio was 34% in 1991. But it has grown to 70% as of now as more and more people are
respecting our banking system. The stock market index is not fuelled by savings. Banks have also moved from
savings to investments. But, the 2006 tsunami in the stock market demolished the myth. Even the moderation of
interest rate to discourage the people by reducing the rate from 13% to the present rate of around 9% did not deter
people from relying on the banks. Rather, the percentage of savings has increased and out of which 87% of the
total deposits of Rs.80,00,000 crore more than 80% is with the PSBs leaving only 11% to the private banks and
the rest with others.
In the recently launched "JanDhan Yojana" movement by the prime minister, the PSBs have opened 5.92 cr.
accounts out of which 3.12 cr accounts have been opened in rural areas. All these facts which put the PSBs on a
high pedestal should be propagated among the public. He wished that this intelligent group of audience should
become intellectuals and analyse the data to demolish the notion that PSBs are inefficient. He further revealed
that the Railways on an average are moving passengers equivalent to the entire population of Australia. The
Postal System delivers and serves every nook and corner of the country with unparalleled efficiency. Again, our
government is allowing the collapse of the Railways and Postal system. What is happening to BSNL should be an
eye opener for every one as to how the government systematically destroyed an institution to favour private
players. The environmental advantage of the Railways is being overlooked over the road sector. The low cost
postal system is also systematically being eroded by the costly courier services.
Hence, he appealed to the gathering to spread
information amongst the public about the importance
and contribution of the public sector institutions. By
doing this alone the institutions of PSBs and their due
share can be safe guarded. Despite implementing the
recommendations of Dr. Jagdish Bhagavathy, a WTO
creator, by the former prime minister Dr.Manmohan
Singh, to wean away the public from savings to spending
by reducing the interest rates, the savings by the Indian
public went up. To draw a parallel, despite the rate of
interest was almost made Nil in JAPAN, even after
payment of charges for keeping their savings in the bank,
people did not change. The attempts to make it a
Release of books:
spending nation instead of a saving nation failed due to
"You Should Know" on day to day banking, "Public Sector; the Pride
one factor which is common to India and Japan, which is
of our Nation", "Random thoughts for Stress free Life", "Let us lead
the strong family system. Here, we must compliment our
a Healthy Life with Nature", and the revived "Officers' Forum".
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womenfolk for the strong ideals and resistance. The 250 million population of the US holds 1200 million credits
cards whereas debit cards are popular in India. If the investments made by the countries in US are withdrawn, it’s
economy would collapse. Certain points highlighted by Shri.S.Gurumurthy are :

In a nutshell
Ever since liberalisation, privatisation, globalisation, wrong assumptions were spread about the potential
and strength of Indian economy
l In spite of getting maximum support, corporate sector has contributed only 3% extra to GDP.
l "Share market reflects the state of economy" is a myth. Listed corporate sector ( in share market) contributes
only 5% to GDP. 30 companies representing SENSEX contribute only 1% to GDP
l In 2008, the financial tsunami that swept across US and West, made more
than 400 banks to fail. The failure was brought about by the stock
market. India was not affected because Public Sector Banks provided
financial stability to the system.
l In 2004, the Finance Minister told we need to have Big Banks, by
mergers. But in 2008 crises, only biggest banks collapsed in the US.
l Government tried to bring out family savings to spending on non
essential items. But the family saving ratio has gone up after new
economic policy
l In the USA, there is no family concept . 51% families have single parent.
Families are nationalised in the USA. But in India, the housewives save
and save the country. We have to salute Indian Women for protecting the
economy
l In ths USA 23 crore Americans have 120 crore credit cards with a debt of
USD 3.5 trillion. But in India Debit Cards are popular.
l According to CIA report, India will become one of the Top 3 super
powers. Before that we should have a detailed study and research on
savings, spending and investment pattern on households. PSBs should
accumulate this knowledge and spread.
He concluded by expressing his desire to popularize the achievements of the
public sector especially the banking sector by the stake holders.
The General Secretaries of other Circle Associations and Presidents
addressed the assembly on specific topics given to them. Although the time
allotted was brief, the information disseminated by them was valuable. All of
them in unison congratulated the circle for the excellent arrangements.
l
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Com.Y.Sudarshan, General Secretary of our Federation appreciated the participants
for their enthusiasm and observed that he could visibly witness the glitter in their eyes.
He stated that the Chennai Circle always stood in the fore front in the trade union
movement. From the formation of "Madras Labour Union", even before the trade
union act was enacted to the registration of our Association at Chennai, it has always
been in the forefront. He exhorted the members to come up with solutions for the
problems they are facing in their day to day life. He congratulated the organisers for the
excellent and beautiful arena created for the conference.
Touching upon the much awaited wage revision he informed the latest developments in
the negotiations as well as the progress made so far. He cautioned that besides ignoring
our plea for a just increase, to be at par with other sectors, the IBA is also putting forth
demands like introduction of medical insurance, cost to company aspect as well as
variable pay concept. All their demands have been summarily rejected and so far only the date of wage revision
as 01/11/2012 and merger of DA at 4440 points have been agreed upon. So far, the wage agreements have been
agreed upon up to the level TEGS-VII, where as the IBA, now demands, to limit the negotiations only up to Scale
III, which was also rejected by the UFBU.
Mediclaim is being marketed vigorously by the IBA at the instigation of M/s Dastur & Co., who represent the
insurance companies. In State Bank of India, we have a superior Medical Reimbursement Scheme which cannot
be allowed to be diluted at any cost. The 100% neutralisation of DA was one of our land mark achievement. As
far as Five Day Week, we have put forth traditional and non-traditional arguments in favour of it. In foreign
countries, if you work on your holiday, your health insurance will be cancelled which shows their concern on the
health of the individuals.
The Compassionate appointment scheme is to be formulated based on the recent verdict by the Supreme Court..
Updation of Pension is also being debated and we are also trying to reopen the "New Pension Scheme". As far as
the agitation programmes, we are going to pursue it more vigorously in the coming days. He also requested the
members to persuade the non-participants and to bring them along with us. The banks' claim that provision for
bad debts is inevitable but provision for salary revision is not inevitable, out of hard earned profit by our
members, is highly condemnable. Despite all odds we stand united and resolute in our quest for a just wage
revision.
Even the Prime Minister's "Jandhan Yojana" made a remarkable achievement due to the PSBs. Even then the
government is trying to dilute the PSBs through disinvestment. We also need to be cautious about the Macro
Economic issues concerning the financial institutions.
He narrated how normalcy is being restored in the bank after the turmoil witnessed for two years during the
previous chairman's tenure. He agreed that the process is slow but assured that, it is sure to regain the past and all
the pending issues will be taken up one by one. The quantum for housing term Loan has been increased and

A LED television and a DVD player was donated by
our social services wing to KRISH an organisation for the underprivileged.

supplementary examinations for promotions has been achieved. The ESOP
scheme as envisaged by the management is also being addressed suitably for
changes in the criteria.
The afternoon session began with screening of a documentary compiled by
Com. M. Shanmugam, DGS, titled "The long struggles of our association"
since it's inception. As a social service initiative, an LED television and
DVD player were presented to an organisation run for the poor. Followed by
this the dutiful election committee and it's members were felicitated on the
stage for the successful conduct of the organizational elections. Eminent
sports persons who achieved glory in their respective fields were also
honoured.
FELICITATIONS
The deliberations on the
General Secretary's report
was initiated by the
President. 32 members
participated in the session
and have put forth various
suggestions and queries.
Our General Secretary
Com. Ravichandran
Com. J. Shantharam
replied to all the points
made by the participants
and elaborately covered the
subject to the satisfaction of
the assembly.
The rendering of National
Anthem followed by
slogans marked the
culmination of the
Com. Mohan
Com. C.M. Ranjith
colourful event.

Com. Thangappan

Com. Sastha Selvaraj

ASSOCIATION'S DRIVE TO AID MEMBERS IN THEIR PROMOTIONS
After strenuous work by a team of our Office bearers and volunteers, a new look book with all the updated current information for
promotion, “DAY TO DAY BANKING” shall be available in a few days.
nd
To help our Officers prepare well for the ensuing promotion exams, we shall conduct coaching classes from the 2 January 2015.
Online Test is available to all our members in our website, sbioacc.com. More online test papers are loaded in the website.
STATE BANK OF INDIA OFFICERS' ASSOCIATION INSTITUTE
Mercantile Plaza II Floor, 229, NSC Bose Road, Chennai 600 001
Phone: 044‐25340226, Fax‐044‐25261013
Email: sbioainstitute79@gmail.com, Visit us in www.sbioainstitute.com

Classes for Banking Recruitment Examinations
(SBI, RBI, IBPS and other Banks)

AÓjR YÏl×Ls YÚm _]Y¬ 2015 ØRp ÕYeÏm.

5000

(ìTôn SôXô«Wm UhÓm)

Eligibility Anybody who is eligible to write Banking
Recruitment Examinations (POs or Clerical)
Details
The classes will be conducted two classes in a
week i.e.
Every Sunday from 9.00 am to 12.00 noon &
1.00 pm to 4.00 pm.
at the above address. Classes will be conducted on
continuous basis and students can joint at any time.
Subjects (a) Quantitative Aptitude, (b) Logical Reasoning,
(c) English (d) General Knowledge (with special
reference to Banking Industry)
Fees
Rs.6,000/- (Rupees Six Thousand only)
-Student can attend class until they get the bank job.
Materials Materials will be supplied by the Institute.
Materials will be given only from the date of
joining the courses.
Mock
Classes for interview will be conducted
Interview separately on Saturdays from 2 pm to 5 pm .
Interested eligible candidates are requested to
send application containing details like 1.Name
2. Date of Birth
3. Educational qualifications
4.Postal address
5.Cell no / Phone No.
6.E-mail-id .
7. Details of D.D. or Local Cheque
The application must be sent along with the fees
amount of Rs.4500/- drawn in favour of SBIOA
Institute, Chennai.
Dr.S.Vijaya
D.Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev
Course Director
Executive Director
The institute also conducts conversational Diploma
ourses for Hindi, English and Tamil

Those who want “Daily Thoughts” in their personal
mail can send a request to sbioacc@googlegroups.com
Those who want “News and Events” every day can
send a mail to sbioacc_study@googlegroups.com
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Joint Forum On Warpath For
Just & Fair Wage Revision

March at our National Capital

at Coimbatore

at Madurai

The plight of Bankers can be seen from the projected pay under 7th Pay Commission and the present starting
pay scale of Rs.14,500/- for officers in the Banking Sector. Any sensible Banker with a rational understanding,
on seeing the gap that exist between the Banker's salary and the Government Employee's salary will feel
outraged at the gross injustice being done to the Bankers and raise his voice and join the struggle.

7th Pay Commission Pay and Allowances Estimation – GConnect Calculator
to Estimate 7th CPC Pay bands, Pay in Pay Band, HRA and TA
7th Pay Commission projected Pay Scale – Revised Pay Bands, Grade Pay, Starting Pay in PB and Entry Pay
Pre Revised Pay
Scale

PB

6 CPC Pay
bands

Grade Pay

7th CPC Pay
Band

7th CPC Grade
Pay

S-1, S-2,
S-3
S4
S-5
S-6
S-7
S-8
S-9
S-10
S-11
S-12
S-13
S-14
S-15
Officers Grade A onwards
New
S-16
S-17
S-18
S-19
S-20
S-21
S-22
S-23
S-24
S-25
S-26
S-27
S-28
S-29
S-30

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5200-20200
5200-20200
5200-20200
5200-20200
5200-20200
5200-20200
5200-20200
300-34800
9300-34800
9300-34800
9300-34800
9300-34800
9300-34800
9300-34800

1800
1800
1800
1900
2000
2400
2800
4200
4200
4200
4200
4600
4800
5400

14160-48360
14160-48360
14160-48360
14290-48490
14420-48620
14930-49130
15440-49640
26580-84720
26580-84720
26580-84720
26580-84720
27100-85240
27350-85490
28120-86260

7500
7500
7500
7700
7800
8400
9000
14900
14900
14900
14900
15500
15800
13500

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

15600-39100
15600-39100
15600-39100
15600-39100
15600-39100
15600-39100
15600-39100
15600-39100
15600-39100
37400-67000
37400-67000
37400-67000
37400-67000
37400-67000
37400-67000
37400-67000

5400
5400
5400
6600
6600
6600
7600
7600
7600
8700
8700
8900
8900
10000
10000
12000

42480-96060
42480-96060
42480-96060
44020-97600
44020-97600
44020-97600
45300-98880
45300-98880
45300-98880
96410-163900
96410-163900
96670-164160
96670-164160
98080-165560
98080-165560
100640-168120

16700
22400
22400
24300
24300
24300
25800
25800
25800
47300
47300
47600
47600
49300
49300
52300

Note / Disclaimer : GConnect 7th Pay Commission Pay and Allowances Estimation Calculator is just a tool to
assist you for estimating approximate 7th CPC pay and allowances as per the methods adopted by 6th Pay
Commission. 7th Pay Commission may adopt different methods to revise the pay and allowances of Central
Government Employees or may introduce or remove any pay heads. In such cases, 7th CPC pay and
allowancesestimation done using this calculator may not be relevant.
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BANKERS DEMAND FOR DECENT SALARY REVISION & 5 DAY WEEK
u Pillai Committee recommendations are the basis for Bankmen and Officers' Salary in Banking industry since
1979. As per Pillai Committee, parity was being maintained with Central Government salaries. In fact
bankers were paid more as they were dealing with matters involving financial risks.
Since the year 1979, the Bank officers were paid salary as follows:Central Govt Group A Officers
Scale –I Bank Officers
Prior to 1979
Rs.
450
Rs.
500
Parity introduced in 1979
Rs.
700
Rs.
700
1986
Rs. 2200
Rs. 2100
2006/2007
Rs. 21000
Rs. 14500
Due to depleting emoluments and salary, disparities
Officer in Govt.
with the Central Government employees, banks are Central Govt.
Bank
Undertaking
Lecturer
now facing increased attrition rates. A decent
Officers
Officers
MTNL/BSNL/
salary rise only will help attract young talents to
AIR INDIA
banks to match the exodus due to retirements.
Bank Officers are poorly paid – Comparative Rs.52000
Rs.51000
Rs.55880 Rs.31000
Salary Structure at entry level:
u 9th Bipartite salary revision was settled at 17.50%
on “Total Establishment Costs' working out to
10.92% of Total Pay Slip Components
u IBA's current offer of 11% of Pay Slip equals
6.16% of Total Establishment Costs, which is
much below than the last settlement.
u Total income of the banks (interest & other
incomes) has doubled from Rs.3,15,554 crores
during 2008-09 to Rs. 6,11,658 crores during
2012-13. The 'Operating Profits' increased from
Rs.45,495 crores in 2008-09 to Rs.1,21,917 crores
in 2012-13. Business has also doubled during the
period.
u The Net Profit increased from Rs.34,382 crores in
2008-09 to Rs.50,583 crores in 2012-13 after
making provisions for NPA of Rs.46,021 crores.
u NPAs are due to wrong policy decisions and maily
due to failure of big ticket advances. The failed
corporate borrowers who constitute majority of
NPA in Banks were recently called by the RBI
Governor as “Free-loaders” on the Economy
affecting others.
u Banks are compelled to make provisions even for
standard assets, which are around Rs.20,649
crores for 2013-2014.
u The profit per employee is more than double from
Rs.2.76 lacs to Rs.5.93 lacs during 2006-07 to
2011-12. Business per employee is more than
double from Rs.471.18 lacs to Rs.1,013.63 lacs for
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2011-12. IBA in their public notice had neither
denied these facts nor disputed this aspect.
However, they are not taking into account the
operating Profit or Net Profit as the favourable
features while it comes to “Salary revision”.
In the context, IBA itself in its public notice had
not disputed the proposals for 10th Bipartite put up
by Trade Unions but only claimed nonaffordability to pay ignoring the higher Operating
Profits but relying on amounts written off as NPAs
Should Bankmen and Officers be deprived of
reasonable increase in pay to catch up with market
salary which compared to Central Government
Servants? Even now, salaries of Board level
appointees are linked only to that of Senior Level
Government Officials.
Family pension paid to the survivors of deceased
employees is poor in banking industry with only
15% of last drawn pay of the deceased employees
whereas it is 30% with respect to Government
employees.
Statutory Regulation of Pension updation
provided in Pension Regulations is continued to be
ignored and bank pensioners stand continuously
discriminated.
Regulated working hours in line with ILO
Convention.
Five days work' to cut down expenditures in view
of the overreach of Alternate Delivery Channels.
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ACTIVITIES AT OUR MADURAI MODULE
MEMBERS' MEET
TIRUNELVELI ZONE ON 27/10/2014 AT TIRUNELVELI
BRANCH
Com.A.Krishnan, President, Com.D.Thomas Franco Rajendra
Dev, General Secretary, Com.R.Sethu, Regional Secretary, and
other Circle Office bearers and Module Office Bearers attended
the meeting. More than 90 members participated with enthusiasm.
Com.R.Ramnath, Zonal Secretary, Tirunelveli zone has arranged
the meeting.
MADURAI ZONE I AND II ON 28/10/2014 AT MADURAI
BRANCH
Com.A.Krishnan, President, Com.D.Thomas Franco Rajendra
Dev, General Secretary, Com.R.Sethu, Regional Secretary, and
other Circle Office bearers and Module Office bearers attended the
meeting. More than 145 members participated. Com.M.Sekar, ZS
Madurai Zone I and Com.A.Senthi Ramesh, Z.S Madurai Zone II
has arranged the meeting.
MADURAI ZONE I AND II ON 18/12/2014 AT MADURAI
BRANCH
Com.A.Krishnan, President, Com.D.Thomas Franco Rajendra
Dev, General Secretary, Com.R.Sethu, Regional Secretary, and
other Circle Office bearers and Module Office bearers attend the
meeting. More than 141 members participated. Com.M.Sekar,
ZS Madurai Zone I and Com.A.Senthi Ramesh, Z.S Madurai
Zone II has arranged the meeting.
UNIT SECRETARIES' MEET
TIRUNELVELI ZONE : On 25/10/2014 at TIRUNELVELI
BRANCH
Com.R.Ramnath, Zonal Secretary has arranged the meeting. 13
unit secretaries participated in the
meeting. The meeting was purposeful as various problems and
hardships faced by the members was discussed and decisions
taken for implementation.
VIRUDHUNGAR ZONE: On 28/10/2014 at
VIRUDHUNAGAR BRANCH
Com.J.Jeeva, Zonal Secretary has arranged the meeting. 16 unit
secretaries participated in the meeting.
DINDIGUL ZONE : On 06/11/2014 at DINDIGUL Branch
Com.T.Selvraj, ZS has arranged the meeting. 30 unit secretaries
participated in the meeting.

Unity Enclave : Work in Progress

A TRIP TO HEAVENLY NATURE
UNDER CULTURAL WING
It was a cloudy Sunday on 07.12.2014. Thunder flash
light and roaring sound did not deter our Coimbatore
Comrades from going a trip to see the heavenly nature a
gift of God which is still not spoiled and which is very
very rare to see such a beauty. Yes it was a trip to
Barlikadu , near Pillur Dam by our Coimbatore
comrades under the cultural wing. Around 120
members went to the above place which was green and
fresh every where. Members and family enjoyed the
forgotten sounds of birds and smell of pollution free air
amidst the thick greeny forest area where some of the
tribal people are still living. Our members enjoyed the
food prepared by the tribals and the taste was very good.
There were all round enjoyment among the members
forgetting their routine work pressure. They really
forgot the time and enjoyed various activities like
boating, trekking and swimming and taking bath in the
crystal clear water of the river Bhavani rejunavating
themselves and going back to their childhood days. It
was a trip arranged by our ever dynamic Regional
Secretary Com. G. Selvaraj who made all arrangements
for the members' convenience.
Everybody appreciated the good work of our Regional
Secretary and aspired for more such events in the days
to come. He assured them to conduct such trips every
year. It was really a energising apart from what we are
missing today and it reminded every one that we are
very far off from the NATURE.

FIRST EVER ZONE WISE SPORTS
MEET AT SALEM ON 14.12.2014
Zone wise sports meet, first of its kind in the history of
our Association was conducted at Salem on 14.12.2014.
It was one more ordinary Sunday for Officers of other

EVENT
Badminton

areas but not to Officers of Salem zone on 14.12.2014,
as it was filled with joy and enthusiasm. There was a
grand inauguration of the Zone wise sports meet at
Salem Fairlands Recreation club, Salem by 9.30 AM .
Com. S. Vijayaraj, AGM , Namakkal acceded our
request to be the President of the function and also
participated in the shuttle cock event. Our member
centric dynamic Regional Secretary Com. G. Selvaraj
inaugurated the function. In his speech he mentioned
the importance of such events and he also said it was the

commitment of this module at the time of elections
which was fulfilled without any delay.
In his
presidential speech Com. S. Vijayaraj , praised the
good work being done by our module association for the
members welfare.
There were around 70 members gathered and took active
participation in all the games conducted on that day. The
scenes of children playing with their friends and their
parents with much enthusiasm were rare to see.
Officers and their families enjoyed the Sunday with joy
and pleasure. Some of our lady Comrades also
participated in the events.
The following are the names of the officers who emerged
as winners/runners up.

WINNERS

RUNNERSUP

Com Prashanth Dominic - /
Com A Sri hari of Yercuad
Com S Jayakrishna of SME Salem Com V B Manoj of SME Salem

Badminton (w) Com A Gayathri of RBO Salem and S Sri priya of RASMEC SalemCom R Kanagalatha of SSP Salem V Gunavathi of Srirangapalayam

GS participated in Bengal Circle Annual
General Body Meeting
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Table Tennis

R M Sundaravadivel of RBON Karthick of Jalakandapuram

Com S Vijayaraj of NamakkalCom P Kadirvel of Veeraganur

Carom

R M Sundaravadivel of RBON Karthick of Jalakandaprm

Y Abid Ahmed of MallasamundramB Dinesh kumar of RASMEC Salem

TennICoit(w)

S Sri priya of RASMEC SalemV Gunavathi of Srirangapalayam

Com A Gayathri of RBO Salem and
Com R Kanagalatha of SSP Salem
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sBIoA (CC) 6 AnnuAl sPorts mEEt 2014-2015 tIruCHIrAPAllI
Sixth Annual Sports meet of our Tiruchirapalli cluster
started off in a grand gala manner on 07-12-2014 at 08-00
AM. Our comrades along with their spouse and children, in
response to our call, came and attended the Annual Sports
meet. All the Regional council members including the
Regional Secretary Com.M.Asok, Deputy Regional
Secretaries Com. A.Karunaharan, Com.K.Selvaraj and
C o m . T. Ve n k a t r a m a n a n , Z o n a l S e c r e t a r i e s
Com. V. Jayasankar, Com. N. Sanjeevirajan,
C o m . C T. N a g a p p a n , C o m . S . P a n d i a n , a n d
Com.K.Naganathan attended the inauguration.
Our Dy. Regional Secretary and Deputy Director of sports
wing Com. T. Venkatramanan welcomed the gathering.
Regional Secretary Com.M.Asok gave the presidential
address. The Chief Guest Com. R. Paramasivan, Regional
Manager Region III, Tiruchirapalli and Com.
M.Shanmugam DGS gave felicitation address. Two
marvelous, cute white doves were flying off from the
hands of both of them and bunches of colourful balloons
were thrown to the air marked the gala inauguration of the
event. The Chief Guest Com. R. Paramasivan, Regional
Manager, Region III who is a ardent sports lover has
emphasized the need of sports and togetherness in his
inaugural address.
Com.Paramasivan and

Com.Shanmugam were honoured with a shawl.
After the inauguration, Carrom, Chess and Table Tennis
for men were played, as scheduled.
Com. N. Vasudevan, Region III, Convenor of the sports
meet had made elaborate arrangements for well conduct of
the events with the assistance of other activists.
On 10th Dec. 2014, Our General Secretary accompanied by
Circle Office bearers Com. A.Krishnan, Com.K.Senthi,
Com. Vallikannan, Com.Rajaram visited Trichy Cluster
for distribution of diary 2015 to our members. Alongwith
them, our Cluster Office bearers headed by our Regional
Secretary visited the branches in Region IV. In the evening
we had a Members meet at our Tiruchirapalli branch.
More than 140 members participated in the meeting.
On 11th Dec. 2014 we have visited Trichy City area and
then to Karur zone. On the evening we had a Members
meet at Karur and more than 40 members have attended the
same. The members had lot of deliberations with the
General Secretary.
On 12th Dec. 2014, we have visited Pudukottai and
Sivaganga branches for distribution of diaries in that area.
We had a 'Members meet' at Sivaganga branch and the
same had been well attended by the members.

SBI'S SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY FOR IT'S EMPLOYEES AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION
Our Bank has come up with a bizarre social media policy
or code of conduct for its employees on the medium. The
Bank has preferred the dubious method of making it's
employees accepting the social media policy, styled
'Code of conduct for employees for
expressing views in social media'. Does the
Policy declared by the Bank curtails
freedom of speech and expression?
Clauses like I – “No employee of the Bank
shall establish/form/promote any
group/community on any internet site
which uses the name or logo of State Bank
of India/SBI or shall become member of any
such group or community unless such group
is expressly created or permitted by the Bank.” and II –
“If any employee of the Bank is creating any social
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network profile he/she should create such profile in
his/her real name and shall not create any profile by using
any ID otherwise than his real name.” are really intrusive
and clearly show how the bank wants to control its
employees' behavior on social media even in
personal capacity. Creating social media
profiles with real name is a dictate that not even
Facebook is following anymore .
Additionally putting guidelines like – “No
employee should criticize the management of
the Bank or the business processes or strategies
of the Bank or policies of the Bank on any
internet site or social media.” only goes out to
show that even though the Bank wants to
connect with people on the medium, it is really
restricting us in the name of responsible and ethical
behavior.
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WEDDING BELLS
Sow. D. Nandhini, Asst. Manager, SBI, RASMEC,
Pondicherry married Chi. R. Arunkumar on 09.11.2014 at
Vellore.
Sow. P. Kanimozhi, D/o. Com. M.D. Pugazhendi, CM, Coml
Salem married Chi. S. Kishore on 09.11.2014 at Chennai
Chi. B. Abhinav, S/o. Com. K. Balasundaram, Chief
Manager, SBI married Sow. N.N. Dhivhya on 09.11.2014
Chi. Sharath S/o Com. P.S. Muralidharan, DM, SBI, RBI –IV,
CBE married Sow. Deepthi on 9.11.2014 at Coimbatore
Sow.R.V.Vigila, Branch Manager, Kothanallur branch
married Chi. R.Santhanaraja on 09.11.2014 at Madurai.
Chi.C.Kanirajan, AM, Mannargudi married Sow. R.Nalini on
10/11/2014 at Madurai.
Sow. D. Subasree, D/o. Com. S. Datchinamurthi, CM, SBI
Chingelpet married Chi K. Sivarajan on 10.11.2014
Chi. P. Praveen, S/o. Com. K. Palaniappan, Managar, SBI,
Denkanikottai and Com. R. Vasantha, BM, Dharmapuri
Town married Sow. S. Keerthika on 27.11.2014 at Salem.
Sow. K. Krupa Sri Ranchani, D/o. Com. T. Kannan, Managar,
RBO, Vellore married Chi R. Vignesh on 27.11.2014 at
Chennai.
Sow. V. Hasthi Annapurna, D/o. Com. Venkatakrishnan, DM,
RSD, Royapettah married Chi B.R. Harie Srinivasa on
27.11.2014 at Chennai.
Chi.K.Vasu,Assistant Manager (s), Batlagundu married
Sow.S.Indumathi on 27.11.2014 at Neyveli nagaram.
Chi C. Paxsun Sunil, S/o. Com. P. Chellathurai, CM,
Perambur married Sow. K. Subhashini and reception held on
28.11.2014.

RETIREMENTS
November 2014
S/Shri Name

Designation
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Branch

Sow. K.S. Pradeepa D/o Com. P. Swaminathan, CM, AO,
SBI, Chennai married Chi. N.N. Abimanyuu and reception
held on 28.11.2014 at Coimbatore.
Sow. K. Anitha, D/o. Com. S. Kandasami, CM, Walajapet
married Chi. T. Pragatheeswaran on 01.12.2014 at Salem.
Sow. Akshaya D/o Com. Nagarajan, DM, Saibaba colony
married Chi Venkata sumanth and reception held on on
3.12.2014 at Coimbatore.
Chi. S. Arunkumar S/o Com. C.R.Kandhasamy, AM, SBI,
Perundurai married Sow. E.K. Sathya and reception held on
06.12.2014 at Erode.
Sow. S. Muthuraja, S/o. Com. S. Anjugam, CM, T.Nagar
married Sow. G. Anupama on 10.12.2014 at Madurai.
Chi. S. Dheenadayalu, S/o. Com. N. Santhakumar,
Manager, Aruppukottai married Sow. V. Vishnupriya on
10.12.2014 at Virudhunagar.

BEREAVEMENT
Com. Anupriya, Dy. Manager, SME Branch, Coimbatore lost
her father at Kollam on 08. 08. 2014.
Com. B. Ashok kumar, Asst. General Manager, Overseas
Branch Tirupur lost his father on 16. 09. 2014 at Coimbatore.
Com. V. Srinivasan, Dy. Manager, Suramangalam branch
lost his mother on 08. 10. 2014 at Salem.
Com. R. Varadharajan, Asst. Manager, Singipuram branch
lost his father on 12. 10. 2014 at Kolathur, Mettur Dam.
Com. S. Palaniappan, Branch Manager, Kunnathur branch
lost his mother on 04.11.2014 at Kunnathur.
Com D Vinoth, Deputy Manager, Tiruchirapalli, Father
Expired on 09/11/2014 at Coimbatore.
Com K Raju, AGM, RASMECC, Tiruchirapalli, Mother
Expired on 16/11/0214 at Sayalkudi.
Com.R.Sathyabama, Assistant Manager, Madurai branch
lost her father on 19.11.2014 at Madurai
Com.P.Chinnasamy, Deputy Manager, Virudhunagar branch
lost his mother on 25.11.2014 at Madurai.
Com. V. Hema, Chief Manager, Gobichettipalayam branch
lost her mother on 01.12.2014 at Erode.
Com A Sankarasubramanian, Branch Manager, Thennur
Father Expired on 03/12/2014 at Kallidaikurchi.
Com A Krishanmoorty, Manager, Musiri, Father Expired on
04/12/2014 at Kuthalam.
Com. D. Arunachalam, DM, IB Dept LHO Chennai lost his
father on 06.12.2014 at Chennai.
Com. Muniandi, CM, RBU, LHO, Chennai lost his wife on
09.12.2014 at Chennai.
Com M Mahadevan, Deputy Manager (System),
Tiruchirapalli, Mother Expired on 10/12/0214 at Thanjavur.
Com. S E P Samuel, Asst. Manager, Erode Town branch lost
his mother on 11. 12. 2014 at Erode.
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UNITED WE STAND STRONG
Dear Comrades,
When we bid adieu to the year 2014, let us recollect the major
happenings. We had the triennial elections in which members
voted for democracy and commitment keeping the tradition of
ignoring caste, creed, religion and language. We had the
historic Silver Jubilee General Body in the Golden Jubilee
Year which will be remembered for ever for the way it was
conducted, for the participation of the veteran leaders, for the
presence of the leaders from all over the country, for the unique
report and books given to all our members and for the
overwhelming attendance of the members. Once again kudos
to Coimbatore Module under the dynamic leadership of Com.
G. Selvaraj for the successful conduct of the Conference.
We were successful in getting the staff housing loan increased to Rs.60 lacs for our comrades and your
Circle Association played a major role in providing vital inputs to achieve it. The supplementary test for
promotion to Scale II and III was another historic success initiated by our Association and the Federation.
The Management restored the check off for the Association, withdrawal of which was stayed by the Madras
High Court at our initiative, by giving a letter to the Federation that the check off will continue, and we have
withdrawn the court case. The stay of instructions restricting LFC enroute foreign country continues.
Within the Circle, the negotiating committees at Regional level and Circle level are periodically meeting
and we are maintaining a cordial atmosphere. Transfer policy sub- committee meeting has been completed
and the inter module transfer exercise has started. It has been agreed that it will be completed in time and the
relief also will take place in time within April. We have made it clear to the Management that if we are
treated as partners in progress we will go an extra mile. The biggest problem members are facing is shortage
of Staff and Officers. In the recent Central Negotiation Council held at Mumbai, Management has agreed to
promote considerable number of clerks to Officers cadre. There will also be an increase in the number of
clerical staff to be recruited. At the Industry level, after negotiating for 2 years, once again the IBA is
displaying it's tricks by asking individual banks to provide a fresh mandate. Com. Y. Sudharshan, Com.
M.V. Murali, conveyed to our chairman our feelings and insisted that the same mandate should continue.
So dear comrades, be ready for larger struggles.
What is at stake is the future of the Trade Union Movement.
What is at stake is our hard earned rights.
What is at stake is the strength of collective bargaining.
What is at stake is our Unity and Solidarity.
Let us stand united and create history once again.
Wish you and your family a very Happy New Year
and

Comradely yours,

a Prosperous Pongal.
P.S.: Encourage youngsters to take up promotions and also buy our guide book: Day to
Day Banking. We have launched one more website sbioacc.org. Please visit. We have
also started a new e-group,sbioacc_study@googlegroups.com. Please enroll yourself.
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(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary
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